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A B S T R A C T

In 2015 Cecil the lion's death sparked international furore over the practice of lion trophy hunting. Celebrities
and everyday citizens, traditional news and social media alike were aflame around the globe, most notably after
American celebrity Jimmy Kimmel expressed disgust in Cecil's death during a monologue on his late-night talk
show. This paper explores the Cecil Moment as a case study of the cultural politics of the environment at the
intersection of celebrity environmentalism and ‘Nature 2.0’ applications like Facebook and Twitter. The research
asks: what can the Cecil Moment can tell us about how celebrity and Nature 2.0 environmentalisms work and to
what kind of conservation politics do they lead? Drawing on the celebrity environmentalism and Nature 2.0
literatures, I develop an analytic framework for analyzing the Cecil Moment which considers and evaluates the
network of actors enrolled, the representations foregrounded and backgrounded, as well as the outcomes.
Empirical insights are drawn from document and media review, and key informant interviews. I argue that the
Cecil Moment operated through a more-than-human network which served to channel agency unleashed by
Cecil’s death to the already-empowered lion conservation actors, as well as mutable meanings that shifted Cecil
Moment focus away from trophy hunting and toward lion conservation in general. Ultimately, the Cecil Moment
operated to dismiss the anti-trophy hunting politics that sparked and fuelled it in the first place; yet, the mo-
mentum of the Cecil Moment was grasped and re-directed toward other lion conservation priorities. Critically,
this re-direction was not neutral; rather, it shifted the politics of the Cecil Moment in a way that reproduced
longstanding patterns of conservation injustice wherein blame for biodiversity loss is directed away from
powerful forces onto the racialized, rural poor from the Global South.

1. Introduction

1 July 2015. Zimbabwe. An elephant carcass – bait – was dropped
approximately 1 km east of Hwange National Park’s unfenced
boundary. A hide was set up, and the hunters waited. Jericho came to
the bait first and fed for a full hour before Cecil arrived. They were
waiting for him, they must have been. No hunter would turn down
Jericho unless he knew something bigger was coming. Cecil. A gorgeous
lion; a big, 13-year old male with a black mane. Walter Palmer, the now
infamous dentist from Minnesota, had shot a lion before, but this time
he wanted a record application for a bow hunt so he was after the
biggest lion Hwange had to offer. Cecil arrived - flick! - spotlight on.
Palmer shot Cecil around 22:00. Wounded, Cecil ran off. It is far too
dangerous to wander after a wounded lion in the dark so the hunters
returned to the hunt camp, likely drank a couple of whiskeys, and slept.
Cecil lay wounded for 11 h. At 09:00 the hunters returned and finished
him. When Walter Palmer saw the collar, he panicked. “What the hell is
that!?” There was no lion on quota for the Gwaai area in 2015 but this

lion was dead, and trackable. “Don’t panic! Don’t panic!” The profes-
sional hunter, Theo Bronkhorst, took the collar off, hung it in a tree, and
ran after his client to console him. While Palmer hurriedly left
Zimbabwe, the collar was diligently moved for 2 days to mimic a lion’s
movement. It went to a waterhole, rested in the bush, then back to the
waterhole. This was a ruse to confuse the researchers who were
tracking him. It worked. It wasn’t until July 7th that the trackers and
skinners from the hunting camp lead investigators to Cecil’s skeleton.
The hunters had taken his head and skin, the vultures had taken the
rest. And now the story begins.

This is the story of Cecil the lion’s death told by Brent Stapelkamp,
the Field Researcher who knew Cecil intimately after nearly 10 years
tracking him as part of the Hwange Lion Project of the Wildlife
Conservation Research Unit (WildCRU) at Oxford University. As is ty-
pical of illegal events, it is difficult to triangulate the details of the hunt;
however, WildCRU and the Zimbabwe National Parks Authority cor-
roborated much of this story (see Loveridge, 2018; Macdonald et al.,
2016a, 2016b). It is worth considering the likely details of Cecil’s killing
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to give due attention to its violence and illegality.
Although the Cecil story gained media traction throughout July, it

wasn’t until American celebrity Jimmy Kimmel gave an impassioned
monologue on his late-night talk show on 28 July that the story went
viral (Macdonald et al., 2016a, 2016b). With WildCRU’s website ad-
dress on screen, Kimmel wept, expressing disgust in Walter Palmer,
sadness for Cecil, and appealing to American patriotism. After en-
couraging viewers to donate money to WildCRU to “make something
good come out of this disgusting tragedy” (Jimmy Kimmel Live, 2015),
4.4 million people visited WildCRU’s website causing both it and Ox-
ford University’s websites to crash.

Interest in the Cecil story was spectacular. In the days after the
Kimmel monologue, the story spread explosively on social media and
dominated traditional news coverage (Macdonald et al., 2016a, 2016b).
Over 13,000 individuals (most from North America) acted on Kimmel’s
appeal for donations to WildCRU and American philanthropist Thomas
Kaplan announced a matching donation of $100,000. Ultimately, the
Kimmel appeal raised over $1,000,000. Among numerous tributes, a
photograph of Cecil was projected onto the Empire State Building; TY
(toy manufacturer) produced a Cecil Beanie Baby; Cara Delevingne
(fashion model) auctioned her wristwatch for Cecil; Aaron Blaise (ani-
mator of Disney’s The Lion King) produced an animation dedicated to
Cecil; a children’s book titled Cecil’s Pride: The True Story of a Lion King
was published; and TIME magazine named Cecil the most influential
individual animal in the world, wild or domestic. Oxford University
considers the Cecil story its greatest engagement with the public in its
1000-year history (WildCRU, 2016b) and David Macdonald, Director of
the WildCRU and renown British conservationist, told The Guardian
(2016), “I think Cecil is the biggest global wildlife story there has ever
been”.1

I investigate the Cecil story because it engaged both powerful actors
and everyday citizens around the politics of lion trophy hunting and
conservation; thus, it contributes to two distinct yet dovetailing dis-
cussions in political ecology. On the one hand is literature on the in-
creasing prominence of famous, wealthy, and powerful individuals
shaping global conservation politics (e.g. Brockington, 2009). On the
other is literature on Nature 2.0; research which explores how digital
and social media platforms like Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube are
becoming a space where citizens, non-profits, and grassroots advocacy
organizations engage environmental issues and speak back to pre-
viously inaccessible figures and powerful institutions (e.g. Buscher
et al., 2017). Both literatures are concerned with the contemporary
cultural politics of the environment, those power-laden processes
through which environmental narratives, images, and meanings are
constructed and contested across space and scale, involving assem-
blages of science, media, culture, nature and politics, as well as actors
with various amounts of fame, wealth, and influence (Goodman et al.,
2016; Hawkins and Silver, 2017). Research on celebrity en-
vironmentalisms and Nature 2.0 has mostly evaluated their con-
sequences. There has been less empirical research examining how these
environmentalisms work.

This study addresses this gap through a case study of the Cecil
Moment. The research asks, first: what can the Cecil Moment tell us
about how celebrity environmentalisms and Nature 2.0 work? That is,
how are such environmentalisms produced or constructed, through
what actors and discourses? Then, it asks: to what kind of conservation
politics do they lead? Drawing on political ecological scholarship on
celebrity and Nature 2.0, I develop a framework for analyzing the Cecil
Moment. Through a document and media review and key informant

interviews, I show how the Cecil Moment operated to supress the anti-
trophy hunting sentiment that sparked and sustained it. I show how a
more-than-human network operated to channel agency unleashed by
Cecil’s death toward already-empowered lion conservation actors and I
argue that, due to the mutability of meanings in Nature 2.0, these actors
were able re-narrate the Cecil moment such that it aligned with their
priorities, not trophy hunting. Crucially, the re-direction of Cecil
Moment priorities was not neutral; rather, I argue that it shifted the
politics of the Cecil Moment in a way that reproduced longstanding
patterns of conservation injustice wherein blame for biodiversity loss is
directed away from powerful forces and onto the racialized, rural poor
from the Global South. Overall, findings reinforce existing arguments
that the progressive potential of celebrity environmentalisms and
Nature 2.0 is limited and that these modes of environmentalism should
be closely scrutinized.

2. Celebrity environmentalisms and Nature 2.0

Famous and wealthy individuals are increasingly prominent actors
within environmental campaigns and movements. By wielding funding
and/or influence, they shape public understandings and responses to
environmental challenges like climate change and biodiversity loss.
Political ecologists have examined this trend, exploring celebrity,
wealth, and philanthropy as they relate to environmental politics (e.g.
Boykoff and Goodman, 2009; Boykoff and Olson, 2013; Brockington,
2009; Fletcher, 2015; Hawkins and Silver, 2017; Holmes, 2012;
Prudham, 2009; Silver and Hawkins, 2014). Much of the literature on
these powerful, celebrity environmentalisms focuses on its con-
sequences. On the one hand are arguments that these activities “re-
present democratic movements by and for ‘the people’ and the public
realm” or, on the other hand, “rather plutocratic, unique and extra-
ordinary elite behaviours of distraction” (Boykoff and Goodman, 2009:
396). Recent scholarship is skeptical about celebrity en-
vironmentalisms’ progressive potential. Specifically, research has re-
vealed that celebrity conservation works well within elite circles and
governance structures but fails to engage publics beyond shallow, short-
term awareness- and fund-raising (Anderson, 2013; Brockington, 2008,
2014; Brockington and Henson, 2015; Jeffreys, 2016; Meyer and
Gamson, 1995; Thrall et al., 2008). Notwithstanding these insights,
overall, I tend to agree with Brockington (2015), that this literature has
jumped ahead of itself evaluating and appraising the value of celebrities
in conservation before fully understanding how they work; that is,
through what actors and discourses do they construct environmental
campaigns and movements.

Alongside these powerful, celebrity environmentalisms, digital and
social media platforms like Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube are be-
coming a space where citizens, non-profits, and grassroots advocacy
organizations engage environmental issues and speak back to pre-
viously inaccessible figures and powerful institutions. Political ecolo-
gists have examined this trend through the concept of Nature 2.0
(Buscher, 2013; Buscher et al., 2017) which considers new online media
a space where Internet users can co-create, influence, and consume “(re)
imaginations and understandings of (nonhuman and human) nature”
(Buscher et al., 2017: 111). Like the celebrity environmentalisms lit-
erature, Nature 2.0 research has mostly focussed on impacts, with
mixed conclusions. In some cases, Nature 2.0 can and does enable ef-
fective activism and empowerment of publics and marginalized actors
(Hawkins and Silver, 2017; Checker, 2017), albeit sometimes with
problematic and even violent consequences in the offline world
(Lunstrum, 2017; Masse, 2018; Nelson, 2017). Others have found that
Nature 2.0 activism falls flat against offline realities and gives Internet
users a false sense of agency in the efficacy of their virtual activism
(Buscher, 2017; Fletcher, 2017).

Recently, the relatively distinct celebrity environmentalism and
Nature 2.0 literatures have begun to intersect and Hawkins and Silver
(2017) have called for their continued “cross-fertilization” (122).

1 I am aware that these are subjective, hyperbolic claims made by the in-
stitutions (Oxford University, WildCRU) that were in a position to benefit from
the Cecil Moment. I use them in this paper to help demonstrate the magnitude
of interest in the Cecil story, and to show that those in positions of power took
the spectacular interest seriously and perpetuated its significance.
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Indeed, the division between these literatures is perhaps tenuous as
both are concerned with the contemporary cultural politics of the en-
vironment; that is, those power-laden processes through which en-
vironmental narratives, images, and meanings are constructed and
contested across space and scale, involving assemblages of science,
media, culture, nature and politics, as well as actors with various
amounts of fame, wealth, and influence (Goodman et al., 2016;
Hawkins and Silver, 2017). Both literatures are grappling with similar
questions, namely how celebrity environmentalism and Nature 2.0
work and with what impacts? For example, Brockington (2015) writes
of celebrity environmentalisms that “we need to step back and be more
empirical, and context specific, asking who is saying what to whom and
why. Then we will be in a better position to evaluate and appraise the
contributions of celebrity advocates” (394). Likewise, Buscher et al.
(2017) contend that scholars of Nature 2.0 need to ask “how are online
nature 2.0 activist campaigns constructed, implemented, and contested,
and to what type of conservation discourses and politics do these lead?”
(111). I turn to the Cecil Moment with these questions in mind.

The Cecil Moment blurred the boundary between celebrity en-
vironmentalism and Nature 2.0 completely. It began as a locally
grounded case of Nature 2.0, but quickly jumped scales and drew in
celebrities, which in turn evoked an enormous, global Nature 2.0 re-
action. The Cecil Moment is an ideal case to study how assemblages of
culture, media, science, and nature work and with what effects on en-
vironmental politics, in this case, the politics of lion trophy hunting.

3. Research methods

3.1. Analytical framework

This paper develops and employs an analytical framework based in
literature on celebrity environmentalisms and Nature 2.0. These lit-
eratures have called for attention to actors, representations, and out-
comes. First, to understand how celebrity and Nature 2.0 work within
environmental politics, “we need to get to grips with the anatomy of
how it is done” (Brockington, 2014: 46). Therefore, the first stage of the
framework is to identify the actors enrolled in the case and document
how they are connected. A notable feature of this stage is that it was
inspired by actor-network theory (Bosco, 2015; Latour, 2005) which
allowed me to consider the influence of nonhuman entities (e.g. ani-
mals, technologies) in the production of the Cecil Moment (Goodman
and Barnes, 2011; Jepson et al., 2011).2

Second, understanding these environmentalisms demands careful
attention to their discursive, symbolic, and affective contributions.
Celebrity environmentalism and Nature 2.0 alike foreground and elicit
particular narratives, images, and emotions that often work to simplify
and obscure the complicated realities of environmental politics
(Brockington, 2009; Doyle, 2016; Goodman, 2013; Goodman et al.,
2016; Igoe, 2010; Masse, 2018; Nunn and Biressi, 2010; Silver and
Hawkins, 2014). Brockington (2009) writes, “understanding celebrity’s
influence on conservation requires knowing what is being hidden by all
that is visible” (24); therefore, the second stage analyzes both fore-
grounded and backgrounded representations of the Cecil story.

Finally, it is important to understand the ways in which these en-
vironmentalisms come to matter; therefore, the third stage documents
the outcomes of the Cecil Moment and evaluates its implications for
conservation practice and politics. Applying this analytical framework

to the Cecil moment reveals empirical insights to the literature on ce-
lebrity and Nature 2.0.

3.2. Data collection and analysis

This paper is part of a broader research project exploring the dy-
namics of power that shaped the Cecil story and its impacts for lion
conservation. Data gathered for the broader research project serves to
support the findings and conclusions of this paper. I had been following
the Cecil story for two years before conducting systematic data col-
lection for this study. Because I was familiar with the story’s major
events and actors, I determined a priori five actors and entities I wished
to consider: Cecil; Jimmy Kimmel; the broadly defined “public” who
reacted to Cecil’s death; the WildCRU; and Thomas Kaplan. An addi-
tional entity, Cecil’s satellite-GPS collar, emerged during the data col-
lection process.

Data collection involved two methods: document and media review,
and key informant interviews. I collected information about the Cecil
Moment from online sources. Particularly useful was WildCRU’s News
webpage where, after the Kimmel appeal, WildCRU published frequent
updates about the Cecil Moment and linked readers to related pub-
lications. Beyond WildCRU’s News webpage, I also used Google and
YouTube searches. Documents and media collected included: articles,
opinion pieces, interviews, presentations, reports, academic papers, and
books (n=141). I kept track of these data by building a timeline of
events in a Word document and a record of documents and media in an
Excel spreadsheet. Any sources not in print were transcribed. Most of
these data were collected July-September 2017, though I continued to
gather data published into 2018. In September 2017, I conducted a
preliminary round of discourse analysis (Phillips and Hardy, 2002).
This initial coding pass was based on phrases related to the analytical
framework (e.g. actors; representations; outcomes). It informed key
informant selection and interview guide design.

Semi-structured interviews were conducted with key informants
closely involved in the Cecil Moment. I requested the participation of 6
individuals and 4 agreed. Key informants were: (i) David Macdonald,
Director of the WildCRU; (ii) Brent Stapelkamp, WildCRU Field
Researcher at the time of Cecil’s death, (iii) Thomas Kaplan, American
philanthropist; (iv) Goodwell Nzou, Zimbabwean author of The New
York Times op-ed about Cecil. Interviews were conducted over tele-
phone or Whatsapp and lasted 45–80min. Interview questions were
modified to suit the key informants’ unique role and probed the in-
formants’ knowledge of Cecil Moment actors and their role(s) as well as
their perspectives on the Cecil Moment and its outcomes. Interviews
were audio recorded and transcribed and these data were added to the
document and media review data for further analysis. Subsequent
coding passes probed broad analytical themes (i.e. actors; representa-
tions; outcomes) with greater specificity (e.g. representations: Cecil as a
special, local favourite lion) and pursued new themes identified during
the preliminary coding pass (e.g. actor: Cecil’s satellite-GPS collar). The
remainder of this paper aligns the analytical framework described in
Section 3.1 with the Cecil Moment.

4. The Cecil Moment

4.1. Anatomy

In this section I provide an anatomy of the Cecil Moment. Findings
show how both human actors and nonhuman entities participated in the
Cecil Moment. I argue the Kimmel monologue, via this more-than-
human network, served to channel agency unleashed by Cecil’s death to
already-empowered actors within lion conservation and vitalized these
powerful connections.

4.1.1. Cecil
Cecil was a big male lion with a confident, encounterable nature,

2 Aware that some conceptions of actor-network theory could make tracing
networks unmanageably inclusive, I follow Castree (2002), Jepson et al. (2011),
and Cameron (2009) who favour a ‘weak’ or ‘soft’ form of actor-network theory
which acknowledges that actors and entities in networks vary greatly in their
powers to influence; therefore, I focus my Cecil Moment anatomy on some of
the key human actors and non-human entities of significant consequence to the
Cecil Moment.
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and a magnificent black mane. He lived in the eastern borderland of
Hwange National Park, Zimbabwe. Cecil’s range encompassed seven
photographic safari lodges which made him well habituated to people
in vehicles. Brent Stapelkamp described that Cecil “made a great
spectacle, and was so confident that even if you were right next to him,
he’d ignore you and just do what lions do” (Africa Geographic, 2015),
“you could get two or three photographs of him without him moving …
he was a total lion experience” (The Telegraph, 2015a). For local safari
guides, “he was absolutely top of the list. If you could see Cecil with
your clients, then all the pressure was off as a guide” (Stapelkamp, 9
January 2018). Moreover, Cecil’s size and black mane made him “the
absolute dream trophy for any hunter” (Stapelkamp, 9 January 2018).
After Cecil died Stapelkamp admitted, “ultimately, we knew he would
die like that because he was the biggest. That’s what hunters are ob-
sessed with – big, black-maned lions” (Cecil’s Pride, 2016).

Cecil’s relation to WildCRU began in May 2008. He was sighted
alongside his brother at Mangisihole Pan (which translates to
“Englishman’s waterhole” or “white man’s waterhole” in the verna-
cular). At five years old the brothers were unknown to WildCRU’s
Hwange Lion Project and were of an age when male lions are dispersing
to look for a territory and a pride of lionesses. Thus, the sighting was
recorded: the lions were photographed; their unique whisker spot pat-
terns were logged; and they were given datacodes, MAGM1 and
MAGM2 (MAG for Mangisihole, M1 for the larger male (later Cecil), M2
for the smaller). They were nicknamed the Mangisihole Boys. Later in
2008 when the brothers invaded the core of the study area, displacing
the existing pride male and asserting control, Dr. Andrew Loveridge
(Lead Researcher, Hwange Lion Project) darted and collared the larger
of the two, naming him Cecil and his brother Leander.

Cecil was killed as a trophy by American hunter Walter Palmer on 2
July 2015. Shortly thereafter, he became a celebrity; that is, an in-
dividual who receives outsized media attention in proportion to their
personal qualities (Turner, 2014). As WildCRU Director David Macdo-
nald explained, “Cecil was actually in no way unusual. We have studied
lions for about 20 years in Hwange National Park … and many, many
lions have met at least similar fates to Cecil but what was unusual was
the way the world’s media grasped this issue” (ABC, 2017).

4.1.2. Jimmy Kimmel
On 28 July 2015, American late-night talk show host, Jimmy

Kimmel, became emotional on screen while recounting Cecil’s death in
a monologue. Kimmel said he happened upon the story in the news.
After explaining Cecil’s death, noting he was particularly distraught
after learning Cecil’s killer was American, making jokes about the
dentists’ need to assert his masculinity, and characterizing trophy
hunting as “just vomitus”, Kimmel appealed to his audience to make
good from the event:

I think it is important to have some good come out of this disgusting
tragedy. So, this is the website for the Wildlife Conservation
Research Unit at Oxford – wildcru.org – these are the researchers
who put the collar on Cecil in the first place, they track the animals
and study them. If you want to do something, if you want to make
this a positive you can – sorry [chokes up], okay I’m good – you can
support them. At the very least maybe we can show the world that
not all Americans are like this jackhole [a reference to Walter
Palmer] (Jimmy Kimmel Live, 2015).

Here, Jimmy Kimmel engaged in celebrity advocacy, “work by fa-
mous people in service of some cause other than themselves”
(Brockington, 2014: xxii). Notably, Kimmel’s appeal was emotional,
pitched within a charitable frame (i.e. giving money= action), and its
goal (i.e. “have some good come out of this”) was vague. Kimmel and
WildCRU had no connection prior to this broadcast. In fact, WildCRU
Director David Macdonald admitted to never having heard of Kimmel
previously (The Telegraph, 2015b). “I would like to refer to Jimmy
Kimmel’s voice having become a roar in lionine terms,” Macdonald said

in an interview, “because he took the trouble to find out about us. I
don’t know about him - I mean, completely unprompted - he took the
trouble to find out about our website. I think it is a wonderful thing he
did” (Minnesota Public Radio, 2015). The connection between Kimmel
and WildCRU was, in part, a consequence of the technology Cecil wore
around his neck.

4.1.3. Satellite-GPS collar
Cecil wore a satellite-GPS collar: a large, leather collar consisting of

a battery unit, hard drive, and satellite antenna. Using this technology,
or similar, WildCRU had “followed his movement every minute of every
day since 2008” (Mongabay, 2016). Brent Stapelkamp explained the
process of tracking Cecil in the following way:

Even in Zimbabwe these days I can get onto a 3G network and I can
check where that lion is. His collar is taking a GPS location every
2 h. If his last point was at 10min past 08:00, I can log on at 11min
past and I am 1min behind that lion. I can see him on a satellite
image; I can just see a little blue dot that represents where Cecil was.
So every morning, I am having coffee with my wife, checking where
the lion is (Youth 4 African Wildlife, 2016)

The satellite-GPS collar was as a significant entity in the Cecil
Moment; it shaped the moment by making details about Cecil’s hunt
accessible and directing the beneficiary of Kimmel’s appeal. First, the
technology made important data about Cecil’s hunt accessible to in-
vestigators. Cecil’s satellite-GPS collar sent locational data via satellite
to the Internet; therefore, although Cecil’s collar has never been re-
covered (presumably destroyed as often happens when a study animal
is killed illegally) investigators were able to use the data, alongside
evidence gathered through interviews, to quickly piece together details
of Cecil’s hunt. These details, in part, helped fuel the spread of the story
(Loveridge, 2018; Oxford University, 2015; Stapelkamp, 9 January
2018). More significantly, the collar linked Kimmel to WildCRU. It
signified to the media, including Kimmel, that Cecil ‘belonged’ to
WildCRU as a study animal. Thus, when Kimmel grasped for a place to
direct his appeal, WildCRU was proximal. Without the collar, it is not
clear the Cecil story would have become the viral moment it did, nor
that WildCRU would have been the beneficiary of Kimmel’s appeal.

4.1.4. Local to global reacting publics
The global public reaction to Cecil’s death has roots in what was

initially a localized reaction in Hwange (Loveridge, 2018; Stapelkamp,
9 January 2018). Cecil’s death sparked anger amongst the photographic
safari guides to whom Cecil, as an encounterable lion, was a mainstay
of their businesses. As Stapelkamp explained:

because of [Cecil’s] fame, the local people just realized enough is
enough, we’ve lost too many lions we depend on for our living …
they just said, “no it is not happening again”… And then, you know,
suddenly we had the technology to share that information so some
of those guides were Tweeting and putting things on Facebook (9
January 2018)

“RIP, Cecil” was the first Facebook post about Cecil’s death, made
by a safari camp manager in Hwange (Loveridge, 2018; Stapelkamp, 9
January 2018). Simultaneously, professional hunters could be over-
heard locally on two-way radio congratulating professional hunter Theo
Bronkhorst on the big lion his client had “taken” (Loveridge, 2018).
“This often deliberately defiant and sometimes goading braggadocio
further incensed photographic safari guides and conservationists, pro-
voking in turn strong and vociferous reactions about the practice of
hunting lions on the boundaries of national parks” (Loveridge, 2018:
218).

While Zimbabwe-based safari guides initiated online discussion of
Cecil’s death, an increasingly global public joined the reaction later in
July. Loveridge (2018) credits a National Geographic blog post and
subsequent article with stimulating international media attention.
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Citizens and celebrities alike weighed in via Twitter expressing mostly
sadness, anger, and disgust at the incident. Once Cecil’s killer was
identified by name, place, and occupation on 27 July, protesters spilled
out from the Internet and onto the steps of Walter Palmer’s dental office
in Bloomington, Minnesota. Stuffed animals were placed on the stoop
and posters reading “Cecil you will always live in our hearts,” “ROT IN
HELL” and #CATLIVESMATTER were taped to the door.

While media attention was increasing prior to the Kimmel appeal,
the 28 July monologue precipitated a viral explosion of the Cecil story
on 29 July (Macdonald et al., 2016a, 2016b). In terms of high levels of
interest and geographical scope, reaction to the Cecil story was indeed
global. A media analysis determined that “the story appears to have
spread synchronously across media channels and geographically across
the globe over the span of about two days” (Macdonald et al., 2016a,
2016b: 1). Because of Kimmel’s monologue, the global public’s atten-
tion to the story was directed toward WildCRU. On the night of Kim-
mel’s appeal, 4.4 million people visited WildCRU’s website causing the
collapse of both it and Oxford University’s website. By 25 September
2015, WildCRU had received $1.06 million from 13,335 donors (most
from North America) (Macdonald et al., 2016a, 2016b). Evidently, the
Kimmel monologue played an instrumental role channelling the emo-
tion and agency unleashed by Cecil’s death toward WildCRU, empow-
ering them.

4.1.5. WildCRU
WildCRU is a conservation research institute based at Oxford

University, founded in 1986 by David Macdonald who remains its
Director today. WildCRU’s mission is to deliver “evidence-based con-
servation policy, solving practical problems with world-class science”
(WildCRU, 2018). WildCRU and David Macdonald have a high degree
of fame in conservation circles including numerous prestigious honours
(e.g Commander of the British Empire for services to science (2010);
Queen’s Anniversary Prize for Higher Education (2011); third in BBC’s
Wildlife Power List (2015)). WildCRU’s scope of work is global and
biodiverse with a longstanding specialization in wild carnivores. Pre-
sently, WildCRU is developing a special focus on felids in partnership
with Panthera (felid conservation organization) and with support from
the Recanati-Kaplan Foundation (see following section). WildCRU
began research on lions with the Hwange Lion Project in 1999. Ir-
onically, it was a British hunter, Lionel Reynold, who persuaded Mac-
donald and Loveridge to establish the project and conduct research
relevant to the trophy hunting industry (The Telegraph, 2015b;
Loveridge, 2018).

Despite WildCRU’s global scale, breadth of projects, and notoriety,
Macdonald describes WildCRU as existing “hand-to-mouth” (WildCRU,
2015b). Following the Kimmel appeal, Macdonald profusely thanked
donors for their support given that “WildCRU has no institutional funds
and relies heavily on philanthropy” (WildCRU, 2015b). Indeed,
WildCRU is entirely dependent on grants and donations. Macdonald (5
October 2017) explained:

Over time [30 years] our funding model has … changed from one
where we were predominantly seeking research council funding or
government department funding to an increasing emphasis on cor-
porate funding, supplementing those through charities, family cha-
rities, and individual philanthropists. At the moment, our main flow
of money comes from philanthropists and family charities.

Evidently, the Cecil Moment empowered an already-empowered
(i.e. globally successful, notorious, influential) conservation organiza-
tion. Moreover, the significance of Kimmel’s appeal makes sense within
a broader neoliberal context; as state funding has been rolled back and
wealth has become more concentrated, celebrity and philanthropy have
become increasing sources of conservation funding and fundraising
(Brockington, 2009; Fletcher, 2015; Goodman, 2013; Holmes, 2012;
Littler, 2015). In this context, a significant WildCRU donor is American
philanthropist Thomas Kaplan who also influenced the Cecil Moment.

4.1.6. Thomas Kaplan
American philanthropist Thomas Kaplan influenced the Cecil

Moment by announcing a matching grant during the Kimmel appeal
and prompting the Cecil Movement by encouraging the Cecil Summit.
Yet, Kaplan was already an important figure to WildCRU prior to the
Cecil Moment; as Kaplan said of himself and his wife, Daphne Recanati
Kaplan, “we came to the Cecil story being, as it were, part of the family”
(Kaplan, 23 May 2018).

Thomas Kaplan is an eminent supporter of WildCRU and felid
conservation broadly, most notably as Founder and Chairman of big cat
conservation organization, Panthera. David Macdonald considers
Kaplan “the greatest felid philanthropist in history” (WildCRU, 2016b),
though he has several titles including “billionaire king of cats” (Ebeling,
2013) and “gold’s evangelist” (Kelly, 2010). Oxford-educated Kaplan
(he has a doctorate in military history) is indeed a billionaire who has
made his fortune investing in natural resources. He is also passionate
about big cats, thus philanthropy in felid conservation is his way of
returning his career success back to his passion. As Kaplan writes, “if
my avocation has been history and my vocation natural resources,
conservation has remained my first love. It is my privilege that I can
apply the lessons I have learned in other fields, and indeed the im-
portant contacts that my professional life affords me, to drive a highly
aggressive environmental agenda” (Panthera, 2018).

In the mid-2000s, WildCRU secured its first “transformative”
(Macdonald, 5 October 2017) grant from the family charity of Thomas
Kaplan and his wife, the Recanati-Kaplan Foundation, which has sup-
ported WildCRU ever since. The donations have enabled WildCRU to
endow the running costs of their property, develop a diploma in prac-
tical conservation management, and support a global research program
on cat conservation.

Kaplan and Recanati-Kaplan emerged on the scene of the Cecil
Moment on 31 July, 3 days after the Kimmel appeal, pledging a chal-
lenge grant of $100,000 to match donations as a stimulus toward
achieving WildCRU’s ambition that the Kimmel appeal would reach
L500,000 (WildCRU, 2015c). They were motivated by the viral spread
of the Cecil story and sought to “add fuel to the fire” and “make sure
that as the interest tapers off, it spikes back up again” (Kaplan, 23 May
2018). The timing of the challenge grant was strategic. As Kaplan (23
May 2018) explained, ““We waited with David [Macdonald]… we were
watching the algorithms … and when it started to wane, we thought,
“okay, let’s give it a boost””.

Thomas Kaplan was also instrumental in propelling the momentum
of the Cecil Moment. On 31 August 2015, WildCRU and Panthera
jointly announced the Cecil Summit, a meeting of lion conservationists
and other experts to discuss the future of lion conservation in honour of
Cecil. As Kaplan (23 May 2018) described:

In the same way as we’d taken a strategic approach to the matching
grant, I said, we need to plan for the post-Cecil world and not allow
the enthusiasm and the full-throated vigour of the outage to go
unfulfilled. We need to be able to capitalise on that for lions… I
reached out to David [Macdonald] and Luke Hunter [Chief
Conservation Officer, Panthera] and basically said, guys, we need to
do a Cecil Summit … and the purpose of this is to discuss what we
can leverage from this moment in order to point out the dire straits
in which the lion finds itself.

The Cecil Summit was held from 4 to 7 September 2016 at Oxford
University and operated as a brainstorming think tank that concluded
with a list of five priorities that might usefully shape the future of lion
conservation (see Section 4.3; McCubbin and Hovorka, 2019; WildCRU,
2016a).

In sum, this Cecil Moment anatomy reveals the more-than-human
network through which Cecil’s death became a local, then global con-
cern. We see how Cecil’s satellite-GPS collar played an active role
shaping the direction of the Cecil Moment, causing celebrity Jimmy
Kimmel to direct his appeal to WildCRU. Ultimately, Kimmel’s appeal
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empowered WildCRU and vitalized its connection to philanthropist
Thomas Kaplan as these already-empowered actors in lion conservation
were emboldened to leverage the Cecil Moment.

4.2. Representations

In this section I explore representations of the Cecil Moment fore-
grounded and backgrounded. I argue Cecil Moment narratives simpli-
fied and concealed complexity and that actors empowered by the mo-
ment shifted its meaning such that it aligned with their interests and
priorities, not trophy hunting.

4.2.1. Cecil as a special, local favourite lion
The Cecil Moment foregrounded a representation of Cecil as a spe-

cial lion, a local favourite in Zimbabwe. I argue this dominant re-
presentation concealed complexities, controversies, and the mundane-
ness of Cecil’s story.

Cecil as a “local favourite” lion appeared repeatedly in media re-
presentations. For example, in his monologue, Jimmy Kimmel de-
scribed Cecil as, “a local favourite among tourists and guides” (Jimmy
Kimmel Live, 2015). Cecil was indeed “an absolute favourite” (Sta-
pelkamp, 9 January 2018) among tourists and guides in Hwange, but
“the media portrayed that he was well known in Zimbabwe which
wasn’t really the case” (Stapelkamp, 9 January 2018). This re-
presentation distorts the complexity of who is local. Cecil was a fa-
vourite among safari tourists, guides, and, to some extent, the re-
searchers who studied him. Certainly, the guides are aptly described as
being local, but the tourists are predominantly wealthy, white, tem-
porary visitors on holiday and WildCRU who studied Cecil is based in
the UK. Completely obscured from this representation are the Zim-
babwean people who live in villages just beyond the park boundary
who “wouldn’t have known Cecil in the slightest” (Stapelkamp, 9
January 2018).

Second, the representation of Cecil as a “local favourite” concealed
an underlying controversy about Cecil’s namesake; that is, whether
Cecil was named after colonialist Cecil Rhodes. Recall from Section 4.1
that Cecil had a brother named Leander and that they were first spotted
at Mangisihole Pan or “white man’s waterhole” or “Englishman’s wa-
terhole”. Early in the Cecil Moment (28 July) The Telegraph (2015a)
interviewed Brent Stapelkamp and reported “the siblings were named
after famous white men: Cecil, after Cecil Rhodes, and Leander – named
after Leander Starr Jameson, a pioneer in southern Africa and a col-
league of Rhodes” in recognition of their first sighting at “white man’s
waterhole”. Later (3 August) WildCRU (2015a) recounted different
story, namely that “he was named ‘Cecil’ a quintessentially English
name in recognition of his origins (at least in our records) at the
‘Englishman’s waterhole’” (see also Loveridge (2018)). Cecil Rhodes
and Leander Starr Jameson were British colonialists of Southern Africa.
Cecil Rhodes is a particularly well-known and controversial figure who
led the colonization of Rhodesia, the territory renamed Zimbabwe after
independence from Britain in 1980. During the Cecil Moment, the no-
tion that Cecil the lion was named after Cecil Rhodes caused unrest
among some local actors in Zimbabwe.

Locally, particularly on the property where Cecil was shot and the
neighbouring properties, all of that land was redistributed by
Mugabe to political cronies, if you will; people that already had
maybe ill-feeling toward their colonial history. So the minute the
story broke they very quickly highlighted the fact that this lion, not
only was he bringing the country all this bad press, but he was
named after a famous colonial (Stapelkamp, 9 January 2018).

Yet, despite local reverberations of this controversy the politics of
Cecil’s supposed namesake did not impact the narrative which circu-
lated globally.

Third, Cecil’s representation obscured the reality that his death was
far from unique; rather, lion trophy hunting is a widespread practice

and many lions have been killed in similar circumstances. Indeed, there
have been several lions bearing nicknames, wearing tracking collars,
shot both legally and illegally. As Macdonald et al. (2016a, 2016b)
report:

From 1999 to 2015, approximately 65 lions were hunted on the land
surrounding the Protected Area, 45 of them were equipped with
tracking devices. None of these deaths attracted much attention
from the world’s media, including two other satellite collared lions,
both also bearing nicknames, killed by trophy hunters in 2015 (2).

Altogether, the foregrounded representation of Cecil as a special,
local favourite concealed complexity, controversy, and mundaneness. I
argue these representations functioned to make the Cecil story a con-
sumable, sharable narrative with popular appeal because they made
outrage over Cecil’s death legitimate, meaningful, and apolitical.

4.2.2. The global public reaction
The Cecil Moment foregrounded a monolithic “global public” re-

action to Cecil’s death despite divergent reactions. The dominant re-
action to Cecil’s death was outrage over trophy hunting. As Loveridge
(2018) wrote, “there are, of course, also many supporters of trophy
hunting, but the reactions of proponents of hunting over the killing of
Cecil were at best muted and were eclipsed by the outrage expressed
but those who viewed hunting with distaste” (228). Moreover,
Macdonald et al. (2016a, 2016b) found, “there was overwhelming
distaste for trophy hunting of a big cat, and a sense that this approba-
tion was fuelled by moral indignation at the act” (9). Overwhelming
anti-trophy hunting sentiment thus foregrounded a monolithic “global
public” reaction while concealing spatial and racial contours.

Spatially, there were differences in the North American versus
Southern African reaction. One notable expression of this difference
was an op-ed published in The New York Times titled In Zimbabwe, We
Don’t Cry for Lions. It’s author, Goodwell Nzou, a Zimbabwean living in
America was motivated to bring a Zimbabwean perspective to the
American reaction and add complexity to the anti-trophy hunting re-
sponse. Nzou (2015) wrote:

In my village in Zimbabwe, surrounded by wildlife conservation
areas, no lion has ever been beloved, or granted an affectionate
nickname. They are objects of terror. The killing of Cecil hasn’t
garnered much more sympathy from urban Zimbabweans, although
they live with no such danger. Few have ever seen a lion, since game
drives are a luxury residents of a country with an average monthly
income below $150 cannot afford… .… The American tendency to
romanticize animals that have been given actual names and to jump
onto a hashtag train has turned an ordinary situation … into what
seems to my Zimbabwean eyes an absurdist circus. … We
Zimbabweans are left shaking our heads, wondering why Americans
care more about African animals than about African people.

Other interviewees described similar reactions of Zimbabwean
surprise at the Western response, and indifference toward or celebra-
tion of Cecil’s death (see also Dube, 2019; Mkono, 2018).

There were also racial contours to the “global public” reaction
backgrounded relative to the anti-trophy hunting response. Many black
Americans expressed frustration that predominantly white Americans
seemed to care more about the death of one lion overseas
(#CatLivesMatter) than systemic racism killing black Americans in
America (#BlackLivesMatter). Among several tweets in this vein
Roxanne Gay (black American writer) wrote, “I’m personally going to
start wearing a lion costume when I leave my house so if I get shot,
people will care” (29 July 2015). Other writers voiced that the violence
done to black lives and animal lives are linked, upheld by structures of
inequality and disavowal that serve to empower white men at the ex-
pense of other lives (Berlatsky, 2015; Gruen, 2015).

Despite these spatial and racial contours, reaction to Cecil’s death
was commonly characterized as a singular “global public” response. I
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argue the idea of a global public reaction functioned to subsume racial
and spatial differences, signalling instead one cohesive mood which
gave the moment more clarity and made it easier to leverage than a
politically complex (i.e. racially and spatially contoured) reaction
would have been.

4.2.3. The global expression of care for lions in general
The actors empowered by the Cecil Moment foregrounded a parti-

cular representation of the global public reaction, namely that it
transcended concern about trophy hunting, and represented a global
expression of care for lions, even wildlife, in general. The following
statement by David Macdonald (WildCRU, 2016c) exemplifies this
narrative:

I believe that the global attention given to Cecil transcends interest
in one, admittedly beautiful and fascinating lion, or indeed distaste
at one illegal hunt: rather, this global reaction … reflects a much
deeper concern throughout society for lions, indeed for wildlife, and
for how humans in the Twenty-First century should live alongside
nature.

This representation is markedly different from the dominant anti-
trophy hunting response. The meaning of the moment, interpreted by
the actors empowered by it, is changed. Specifically, the meaning is
diffused and re-scaled such that it is no longer narrowly focussed on the
death of an individual lion by trophy hunting, but rather a broad
concern about the fate of all lions, perhaps all wildlife, co-existing with
humans. I argue this changed narrative functioned to bring the Cecil
Moment momentum in line with the priorities of the actors empowered
by it and, as I detail in Section 4.3, served to dramatically alter its
politics.

The research revealed several explanations for why those empow-
ered by the Cecil Moment were motivated to interpret and shift its
meaning away from trophy hunting and toward general lion con-
servation. First, although Jimmy Kimmel’s monologue was emphati-
cally anti-trophy hunting, his appeal’s charitable frame and vagueness
ultimately left it open to interpretation. In an interview, David
Macdonald (5 October 2017) explained that he understood the global
public as signalling care for lions or wildlife in general because this
interpretation aligns with WildCRU’s mission statement on its website
which is where Jimmy Kimmel directed his appeal. Macdonald (5
October 2017) said of donors:

I don’t think any of these people should be dismissed as just inter-
ested in one episode, I think they were signalling a general concern
about a wider aspect of how humanity is going to live alongside
nature in the Twenty-First century. They might not have articulated
it in that way but that’s how I interpret their enthusiasm.

Second, WildCRU takes objective conservation science as its fun-
damental logic. After Cecil’s death WildCRU members distinguished
between their personal and professional views on trophy hunting re-
fusing to take a stance but reiterating, for example, “our position is to
understand the facts and therefore the probable consequences of actions
and to support the authorities in enforcing the law” (Nature, 2015). It
was argued that Cecil Moment outcomes ought to be driven by ra-
tionality rather than emotion, and that lion populations should be
privileged over individuals (McCubbin and Van Patter, forthcoming).
Moreover, WildCRU expressed concern that if Cecil’s death resulted in a
ban on trophy hunting without an immediate replacement for the fi-
nancial incentive for that land, the land would be lost. Thus, WildCRU
argued it would be wise to “favour a journey rather than a jump” to-
ward that outcome (Macdonald et al., 2016a, 2016b: x).

Third, some interviewees suggested trophy hunting is simply too
sensitive an issue in African lion range states for conservation scientists
to address directly without risk of losing their research permits. Indeed,
this is a possibility. In 2014, renowned lion biologist Craig Packer lost
permission to conduct research in Tanzania after exposing corruption in

the lion trophy hunting industry (Packer, 2015) and in 2006 the
Hwange Lion Project briefly had its research permit revoked after re-
vealing evidence of unsustainable lion trophy hunting in Zimbabwe
(Loveridge, 2018). It is likely the explanation for the Cecil Moment’s
shift away from trophy hunting toward general lion conservation is a
combination of the above.

4.3. Outcomes and evaluation

Finally, I turn my attention to the question: to what kind of politics
did the Cecil Moment lead? I document the outcomes achieved (and not
achieved) by the Cecil Moment and investigate whose interests were
served (and not served) by these outcomes. Though the Cecil Moment
led to divergent outcomes (e.g. airlines banned shipment of animal
trophies; governments reformed policy and passed legislation on animal
trophy imports (Carpenter and Konisky, 2017; Mkono, 2018; Schroeder,
2018)), I focus on those that resulted directly from the Kimmel appeal. I
show that the Cecil Moment operated to silence the anti-trophy hunting
politics that sparked and fuelled it in the first place; yet, the momentum
of the Cecil Moment was captured and re-directed toward other lion
conservation priorities. Critically, this re-direction was not neutral;
rather, it shifted the politics of the Cecil Moment in a way that re-
produced longstanding patterns of conservation injustice wherein
blame for biodiversity loss is often directed away from powerful forces
(i.e. trophy hunting and wealthy, white, Western trophy hunters) onto
the racialized, rural poor from the Global South (i.e. threats posed by
rural African livelihoods). I examine three outcomes of the Cecil Mo-
ment to make this argument.

First, WildCRU used Kimmel appeal donations to support its stra-
tegic plan, “a plan that includes the study of the ecology and con-
servation of lions such as Cecil but is much broader in scope”
(Buhrmester et al., 2018: 6). As Macdonald (5 October 2017) said, “we
have absolutely meticulously and punctiliously used those donations to
foster evidence gathering and associated training not only about con-
servation in general but specifically in that region so we have been
very, very careful (not that we were required to, by the way) but we
have chosen to use all of those particular donations to support our work
in Zimbabwe and Botswana”. Evidently, the donations from the Kimmel
appeal were used to support a broad program of lion conservation ac-
tion rather than targeted at the issue of trophy hunting.

What, then, are the lion conservation actions to which Kimmel ap-
peal donations and the broader momentum of the Cecil Moment were
directed? A second direct outcome of the Cecil Moment was the Cecil
Summit, a meeting of largely Western, white, male experts (McCubbin
and Hovorka, 2019) at Oxford University (hosted by WildCRU and
Panthera) held 14months after Cecil’s death. Its purpose was to turn the
Cecil Moment into the Cecil Movement by identifying innovative lion
conservation strategies to prevent the extinction of lions in Africa
(Macdonald and Chapron, 2017). The threats to lions identified during
the opening remarks to the public session of the Cecil Summit were: (1)
human-lion conflict; (2) bushmeat poaching; (3) human encroachment;
(4) trophy hunting; and (5) lion poaching (Panthera et al., 2016;
WildCRU, 2016b). Though identified among the threats to lions, dis-
cussion of trophy hunting was largely absent from public sessions of the
Cecil Summit (McCubbin and Hovorka, 2019). When trophy hunting
was mentioned, it was significantly downplayed as a threat, often
presented with a caveat such as, “experts agree certainly at a national
and regional scale that trophy hunting ranks low among the threats to
lions and that it can perhaps counterintuitively have a positive impact
through habitat protection and funding” (WildCRU, 2016b). Rather
than trophy hunting, the threats to lions discussed at the Cecil Summit
were those posed by rural African lives and livelihoods; namely,
human-lion conflict, bushmeat poaching, human encroachment, and
lion poaching (McCubbin and Hovorka, 2019). In fact, the focus on
threats posed by rural African livelihoods is made explicitly in a report
titled Beyond Cecil: African’s Lions in Crisis which was prepared by
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Panthera, WildCRU and WildAID and drawn upon extensively during
the public sessions of the Cecil Summit. The report states:

“The proliferation of human and livestock populations in Africa over
the past 25 years and the accompanying loss of lion habitat to
agriculture are the underlying factors that give rise to all major
threats to lions. Lions struggle to co-exist with people, especially the
rural poor”.

In this way, I argue, the Cecil Summit captured the momentum of
the Cecil Moment yet clearly pivoted its focus away from the threat of
trophy hunting and toward threats posed by rural African livelihoods.

The Cecil Moment’s shift away from trophy hunting was further
entrenched by the Report on Lion Conservation with Particular Respect to
the Issue of Trophy Hunting which was commissioned by then UK Under
Secretary of State, Rory Stewart, and prepared by David Macdonald.
This is the third and final outcome of the Cecil Moment I trace in this
paper. The aim of the report was to evaluate how trophy hunting im-
pacts lion conservation to inform the UK’s decision on whether to ban
trophy hunting imports. Ultimately, the report does not recommend a
ban; instead, it argues that trophy hunting benefits lion conservation by
providing financial incentive to maintain lion habitat that might
otherwise be converted to non-wildlife land uses. The report was con-
troversial both within and without the lion conservation community.
Some viewed it as coming down gently, if not positively, on trophy
hunting. One Cecil Summit participant described the report as “extol-
ling the virtues of sport hunting for lion conservation” and argued the
report “came out sounding far more pro-hunting than there was any
reason to have done so” and “minimized any potential problems with
trophy hunting” (12 May 2018). The report was the final major out-
come of the Cecil Moment to date; though a second Cecil Summit was
planned, it has not occurred.

In sum, the Cecil Moment operated to steer the consequences of
public outrage over Cecil’s death away from trophy hunting and toward
threats posed by rural African livelihoods. I argue that this significant
change in the target of Cecil-inspired action reproduces a longstanding
form of conservation injustice wherein blame for biodiversity loss is too
often directed away from powerful forces, onto the racialized poor from
the Global South. Recall for a moment that in the wake of Cecil’s death,
Walter Palmer, the American trophy hunter who killed Cecil, was
ruthlessly villainized (e.g. The Washington Post, 2015). Mostly, the
public was outraged that a wealthy, white, American trophy hunter
showed such callous disregard for the life of a lion (Macdonald et al.,
2016a, 2016b). Yet 14months later, at the Cecil Summit, the villain of
the Cecil story had changed. The main threats to lions identified at the
Cecil Summit were human-lion conflict, bushmeat poaching, human
encroachment, and lion poaching. In other words, those empowered by
the Cecil Moment grasped the outrage over Cecil’s death but diverted its
momentum away from trophy hunting (an activity of predominantly
wealthy, white, foreigners to African landscapes) and re-directed it
toward the black, rural African poor.

5. Some good? Drawing conclusions from the Cecil Moment

What are we to make of the Cecil Moment, and what can it tell us
about celebrity environmentalisms and Nature 2.0 broadly? Returning
to the aims of this paper, I have asked how did the Cecil Moment work
and what impact did it have on the politics of lion conservation?

The Cecil Moment shows us several things about how celebrity and
Nature 2.0 environmentalisms work. First, the anatomy of the Cecil
Moment was more-than-human; an animal (Cecil the lion) and tech-
nology (satellite-GPS collar) significantly shaped how the moment un-
folded, who was empowered, and what happened. Cecil’s role resonates
with research which has noted the phenomenon of animal celebrity
(Blewitt, 2013; Giles, 2013), its significance for conservation practice
(Doubleday, 2017), and its common influence in Nature 2.0 (Buscher
et al., 2017; Nelson, 2017). More novel is the role of Cecil’s satellite-

GPS collar, which, through its relations to Cecil and WildCRU, sig-
nificantly directed the politics of the moment by channelling the agency
unleashed by the reaction to Cecil’s death toward WildCRU. In this
sense, though Cecil’s collar did not ‘act’ on its own volition (rather its
consequences resulted from its connections to Cecil and WildCRU) the
collar served to “intensify agency in particular directions” (Jepson
et al., 2011: 232) by “marshalling” the outrage over Cecil’s death to-
ward WildCRU. Tracking technologies are increasingly used to study
the lives of animals but their effects are not well understood (Adams,
2017; Collard and Gillespie, 2015). Scholars of celebrity and Nature 2.0
environmentalisms should be alert to tracking technologies that may be
actively shaping the networks and politics they study, specifically, the
ways in which they channel power and intensify the agency of the ac-
tors that deploy them.

Second, the Cecil Moment empowered and vitalized ties among al-
ready-empowered actors in lion conservation. This finding aligns with
Brockington’s (2014) argument that “celebrity advocacy flourishes in
elite circles and with elite governance; it reproduces and reinforces the
power of those elites” (153). The Kimmel monologue channelled
agency unleashed by Cecil’s death to WildCRU; WildCRU then used the
momentum to support its mission. As David Macdonald told The
Guardian (2016), “Cecil the lion will be a standard bearer for our cause”
[emphasis mine]. Moreover, the Cecil Moment vitalized the already
strong relationship between Thomas Kaplan and WildCRU. Kaplan’s
suggestion to hold the Cecil Summit resonates with existing knowledge
that agenda-setting is among the primary contributions of these actors
in conservation (Holmes, 2012; Littler, 2008; Rothkopf, 2008).

Third, the Cecil Moment illuminates how celebrity and Nature 2.0
environmentalisms work through in/visible and mutable narratives.
That celebrity and Nature 2.0 environmentalisms work through sim-
plified, depoliticized narratives that obscure complexity is well under-
stood (Brockington, 2009; Masse, 2018; Meyer and Gamson, 1995).
What stands out in the Cecil Moment is the way these en-
vironmentalisms work thorough shifting representations. Hawkins and
Silver (2017), drawing on Rose (2015), refer to this as the mutability of
Nature 2.0, the “changeability, creative possibility, and interactive
discussion that digital mediations and Web 2.0 make feasible and fast”
(117). Whereas Hawkins and Silver (2017) show the progressive po-
tential in mutability, I argue the Cecil Moment reveals its oppressive
potential. Because Nature 2.0 and celebrity environmentalism narra-
tives, images, and meanings are mutable, those empowered by the Cecil
Moment were able to shift its meaning in a way that dramatically al-
tered its politics.

Finally, what does the Cecil Moment tell us about the kinds of
politics to which celebrity environmentalisms and Nature 2.0 lead? Can
we say the Cecil Moment led to “some good”? In short, my argument is
that the Cecil Moment led to an elite-driven politics that operated to
reproduce conservation injustice by re-directing the momentum of the
moment toward the livelihoods of the rural African poor. Therefore,
this paper reinforces existing arguments that the progressive potential
of celebrity and Nature 2.0 environmentalisms’ is limited.

Despite the engagement of a broad citizenry via Nature 2.0 (first
locally, then globally) largely around anti-trophy hunting sentiment,
ultimately those empowered by the Kimmel appeal captured its mo-
mentum, altered its meaning, and re-directed its impacts. The moment,
which began as a politics of anti-trophy hunting, resulted in lion con-
servation status quo where already-empowered lion conservation actors
shaped the moment to their preferences, dodging the attack on trophy
hunting and, instead, positioning rural African livelihoods as the source
of lion decline. Of particular concern is the way in which anti-trophy
hunting sentiment was silenced yet the momentum of the Cecil Moment
was leveraged, but channelled toward other priorities, priorities that
reinscribe longstanding patterns of shifting blame for biodiversity loss
from powerful forces to the racialized poor from the Global South.

At first blush, one might conclude that by steering the consequences
of the Cecil Moment away from anti-trophy hunting sentiment those
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empowered by the Cecil Moment acted to uphold conservation justice,
holding back the tide of largely Western anti-trophy hunting sentiment
and operating to preserve the trophy hunting industry which African
lion range states and local communities largely support. Yet, as this
paper has shown, this was not the case. Those empowered by the Cecil
Moment dismissed anti-trophy hunting sentiment, but did not elevate
African voices and viewpoints. Rather, those empowered by the Cecil
Moment grasped and leveraged its momentum to elevate their voices
and serve their agenda which targets the rural African poor as the
source of lion decline and brings the momentum of the moment to bear
on rural African livelihoods.

Previous research has noted the lack of alignment and account-
ability between the kinds of emotions, interests, and politics that spark
and fuel celebrity environmentalism and Nature 2.0 and their outcomes
(Brockington, 2014; Buscher, 2017; Fletcher, 2017). This paper illus-
trates the danger in the way that momentum around celebrity en-
vironmentalism and Nature 2.0 can be channelled toward other issues.
As the Cecil Moment demonstrates, these environmentalisms may, upon
shifting, reinscribe familiar patterns of conservation injustice that po-
litical ecologists have written about for decades: global environmental
politics too often directs attention away from structures of white, male,
elite, Western power driving crises like biodiversity loss and toward the
racialized, rural poor from the Global South. Scholars and citizens alike
should closely scrutinize the actors, narratives, and outcomes embol-
dened by celebrity and Nature 2.0 environmentalisms.
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